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How we chose our topic  

Our group, after brainstorming ideas, came to the consensus that we would do something on 

queer history, since it was something, we were all at least a little interested in. At first, we 

thought we might do stonewall, but, after scrolling through a page of significant queer figures in 

history, the name Anne Lister caught our eye and we decided that this woman was more 

interesting.   

How we conducted our research  

Since Bernice actually does not need to do NHD (it was her choice to do it), only  

Beverly and Makayla turned in the research sheets, although we all did research. Mr. Murphy 

(the person in charge of NHD for our grade) had us turn a certain number of sources 

incrementally as time went by, and that helped us pace ourselves.   

How we chose the performance category and created our project  

Originally, we all just knew we wanted to do a performance and we were also generally into 

theatre, so we started thinking about a musical; That was decided against later because of the 

impending workload that would include. Over time we developed our script by meeting together 

in shared classes or at each other’s houses, during that same time we worked together on 

planning the set and costumes. We met at the library and created a script 13 pages long, then we 

went home and practiced our lines individually. We went to thrift stores together to gather 

costumes and props, and Beverly worked from home to design and build our set. Because of the 



quarantine we were not able to get together and record a new and edited version of our 

performance for State competition. So it was nice that we were not required to send a recording 

of our performance to National competition, and instead we edited our script.  

How our project relates to the theme  

Our project is on Miss Anne Lister of Shibden hall who made a point to break the barrier of 

expectations society had for her; she wore all black and dressed on the masculine side of fashion, 

was respectably more educated than the average woman would be, dated women, was a 

successful businesswoman, and owned Shibden hall.   
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